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As of July, all of New York State has qualified for Phase IV reopening, and as we come out of the
pandemic the major concern in the multifamily industry is the effect on rents and occupancy,
unemployment is always the biggest threat. Temporary job layoffs and permanent losses among the
industries that are large tenant employers, particularly retail and hospitality, have reduced
collections mid-year in those cases where stimulus funds are insufficient to cover both rent and
tenant living expenses. Evidence so far is that the overwhelming majority of tenants are paying their
rent and that missed rents are being absorbed in the vacancy and credit loss reserves built into the
operating budget of every multifamily property. The National Multifamily Housing Council’s Rent
Payment Tracker found 86.9% of apartment households nationally made a rent payment in August.
Additionally, tenants may stay longer and move less due to hassles of moving in today’s
environment. Apartment construction will slow; demand was such that thousands of apartments
were planned before the pandemic in cities and locations within commuting distance to Manhattan,
mostly in Westchester county, that may not be needed for years. Transplants from New York City,
transitioning to work from home employment, are buying single-family homes in Ulster and Dutchess
counties and finding rising prices from the few available listings and mortgage interest rates that fell
again to 50-year lows. The damage to the Hudson Valley apartment market is far less than many
predicted at the beginning of the pandemic.
A strong recovery is possible and how fast the economy returns to previous levels versus the
amount of any future stimulus payments will influence the near-term rent collection experience. The
multifamily industry should be one of the first to return to pre-pandemic strength and buyers waiting
for distressed deals are likely to be disappointed. Mortgage financing remains readily available as
compared to the complete shutdown of the 2009 financial crisis, and although rates remain at
all-time lows there has been some tightening in the underwriting standards, specifically lower loan to
value numbers resulting in higher equity requirements. Owning and renting apartments is an
essential business serving a tenant population without many housing choices. Class B and C
suburban garden apartments that cater to workforce housing will attract the most buyer interest in
the Hudson Valley especially those catering to nurses and other health workers and public sector

employees who will be paid no matter what happens with the pandemic. Garden apartment complex
design with multiple buildings spread out on the landscape with a separate entrance for each
building lends itself to minimizing social contact among the residents as opposed to single entrance
mid- or high-rise buildings.
Values will adjust as the market accommodates these new realities. Expenses will increase;
common areas require a much higher standard and frequency of cleaning, and legal costs and
collection losses will rise due to the new eviction procedures in effect in New York State this year.
Important as they are, these are minor and manageable with proper procedures and easily
recoverable long term as compared to the changes impacting other categories of commercial
investment real estate where values and lending will collapse near term. Appraisers will be the first
to take note; assessing these changes and their impact on net operating income and additionally
taking account of uncertain market conditions due to large volatility in the financial markets and the
drop again in mortgage interest rate markets in their new estimates of value. Sale points from before
the pandemic are of less use making a whole history of data obsolete. The sale market is active post
reopening and new data points will be developed as sales close the remainder of the year.
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